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ABOUT SWD
Sailors with disABILITIES (SWD) is a non-profit organisation with Deductible Gift Recipient status.
Established in 1994, for 21 years SWD has worked with over 42,000 children and adults with
disability, and also with disadvantaged young people.
SWD has competed in 19 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Races. Since 2003, SWD has also held the world
record for the non-stop and unassisted circumnavigation of Australia.
Fifty percent of our Board have a disability or are carers of a person with disability and bring this
first-hand experience and skill to SWD.
Our fearless and innovative approach enables us to tackle what others perceive as impossible or
“too hard”.
Sailors with disABILITIES Inc. ABN: 82 714 459 575 is endorsed as a Deductible Gift Recipient.
Donations over $2 are tax deductible.
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MISSION STATEMENT
SWD exists to offer opportunities to people facing disability or disadvantage.
Using sailing as a tool, SWD acts as a catalyst for change so that individuals may develop a more
optimistic outlook and enjoy personal growth and improved life outcomes.
SWD's programs are inclusive, supportive and challenging. The focus is on working as a team to find
solutions to problems. Regular participation and connection with our mentors raises self-esteem and
self-confidence, and improves life skills.
SWD relies on a platform of volunteers to run its programs. Through participation, volunteers raise
their life satisfaction and wellbeing while learning new skills and giving back to society.
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OUR PATRONS
THE HON. MALCOLM TURNBULL
The Hon. Malcolm Turnbull MP is the Prime Minister of Australia
and Member for Wentworth, the electorate in which SWD is
located.
Elected to Federal Parliament as the Member for Wentworth in
2004, Mr. Turnbull was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to the
then Prime Minister with responsibility for national water policy.
In 2007, he was appointed to Cabinet as the Minister for
Environment and Water Resources. In 2015, The Hon. Malcolm
Turnbull became Prime Minister of Australia.
IAN KIERNAN AO
Ian Kiernan is the Founder and Chairman of Clean Up Australia and
Clean Up the World. As an avid sailor and Ambassador for the Great
Barrier Reef, Ian maintains his love for the sea as a Patron of a
number of sailing groups including, Sailors with disABILITIES,
ASPECT, SCEGGS Redlands and Scots College Youth Sailing
Programs.

BRYAN DORMAN
A qualified accountant, Bryan worked in public practice from the
1970’s and has had significant experience in working and growing
enterprises across Australia and internationally.
In 2000, Bryan stepped away from his managing partner role with a
medium sized accounting practice to focus his time on Regis Aged
Care (Regis), a residential aged care provider. From 2000 to 2008
Bryan was the Chief Executive Officer for Regis and together with Ian
Roberts, grew Regis to more than 4,500 beds nationally.
Bryan co-founded Salerno Group with Ian Roberts in 2006 to focus on
commercial investments in addition to the Dorman family’s investment in Regis.
Bryan now chairs the Regis Board and focuses his time on Salerno Group business activities, sailing,
golf, travel and supporting the Collingwood Magpies.
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OUR BOARD
DAVID PESCUD, Founder & President: David is dyslexic. He can't
read or write and left school at 15 years of age. He retired in
his early 40s after a successful business career to devote his
life to his first love, sailing and, more particularly, to creating
opportunities for disabled people, especially children, to learn
to sail. David founded SWD in 1994, when he pulled together
the first crew of disabled sailors to enter the 50th anniversary
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race. SWD is now in its 21st year and
David is a man on a mission to show that disabled people can
take their place alongside the able-bodied, "ABs" as he calls
them, and have their abilities acknowledged in their own right.
"Sailing is the great equaliser. When the chips are down in the Rolex Sydney to Hobart, everyone's a
cripple.

GARY DONOVAN, Vice President: Gary is regularly retained as a consulting
lawyer by a number of law firms, businesses and government. Official
appointments have included Advisory Committee to NSW Government on
Socio-Economic Analysis, the NSW Government Water Advisory Council
and the Small Business Development Council of NSW. Private
appointments include Director NSW Irrigators Council. Gary has taught law
and management at universities and TAFE continuously for more than 20
years. He is YA Coastal Skipper qualified and is the proud owner of a
Northshore 33. Gary has been a member of SWD for 6 years. He joined for
the opportunity to participate in a variety of activities on a good boat, with
friendly and welcoming people. He found, as a person who is hearing
impaired, that there was understanding and encouragement.

NEIL BURLING, Secretary: Neil retired from the real estate
industry in 2012 after 40 years. A member of the CYC for 17
years, Neil races a Hanse 40 in most of the short-haul, winter
series and twilights. He took up sailing and racing at 63 after
which a steep learning curve followed as Neil caught up with
lifetime sailors. Chairman of the famous Winter Breakfast Club
at the CYC, and Hobart volunteer, Neil is married and lives
close to the city in Darlinghurst. He enjoys involvement with
SWD in its many facets.
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JIM IGOE, Treasurer: Jim was born in the U.S.A and educated in
Ireland and the U.S. He has lived in Ireland, France Italy and New
York. Jim ran a small business in New York City from 1979-89 before
moving to Australia in 1990 with his family and he’s here to stay. He
was previously Treasurer of a small independent school in Lane
Cove.

SHARON ANGEL, Board Member: Sharon worked in the
pharmaceutical industry for almost 25 years. Recent roles in
top 5 Global organisations have included:
 management of $250 million hospital business
 organisational strategy including sale and acquisition of
targeted assets
 currently consulting / contracting on high level projects
within the industry
Sharon's sailing background includes her yacht master offshore
and instructor qualifications obtained in 2006. She runs her
own Oceanis 58 in Europe with her husband in which they cruise on for 3-4 months every year. Sharon
is experienced in harbour and offshore racing in Australia and aboard SWD.

FRED VAN STEEL, Board Member: Fred is currently the CEO of
Ability Options, a position he took up in August 2013 after
holding positions as shareholder, Managing Director, CEO and
executive management positions in Finance and
Administration, Operations, Production, Sales and Marketing,
IT and Technology and Research and Development in disability,
manufacturing, logistics and fast moving customer service
organisations. Fred holds formal tertiary and postgraduate
qualifications in Finance, Economics, Marketing and Business
Administration and Management as well as a number of
instructor qualifications in the leisure and commercial maritime industries in Australia and the UK.
Fred also has experience with private equity firms on assignments with boards and CEOs working on
strategy, restructures, recovery and market expansion in the Australasia region.
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BOARD ATTENDANCE & ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE
2014/2015
David Pescud
Gary Donovan
Jim Igoe
Paul Williams ****
Ian Wyard
Sharon Angel ***
Fred Van Steel *****
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David Leslie *
Niel Burling **
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* David Leslie resignation from the Board was accepted at the 12 January Board Meeting
** Niel Burling appointed as a casual vacancy on 12 January Board Meeting
*** Sharon Angel appointed as a casual vacancy on 9 March Board Meeting
**** Paul Williams resignation from the Board was accepted at the 11 May Board Meeting
***** Fred Van Steel appointed as a casual vacancy on 11 May Board Meeting

√
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I start this by asking: “How, where and what has SWD achieved in the last 12 months, and with whom?”
Most exciting for me is the enthusiasm that I’m seeing throughout SWD; the willingness of people to
help and get engaged with what we’re doing is refreshing and inspirational. We are coming together
now as a group of individuals sharing a common goal. This has been my dream for some time and I see
it being adopted by everybody.
We have agreed values and procedures in place that are starting to create the new SWD. That’s to say,
the SWD with a new president and probably a new way of doing things.
What have we achieved in the last 12 months between July 2014 and June 2015?
Some of the things are obvious and you will have participated in. Some not obvious, yet, but you will
see them going into the year 2016 and beyond.
Northern Campaign 2014
The Northern Campaign welcomed more than 700 children over a 6-week program from Mackay to
Newcastle over 7 weeks. While it wasn’t without its issues and problems, we learned a lot during that
period. I’m most proud of the way the core SWD team handled the issues and got on with the business
of giving kids a good day on the water because that’s what SWD is about; we aim to inspire kids and
Mums and Dads to think about changing their lives.
Some of the people integral to this were Mark Goode, Skipper; Kristi Foster; Michelle Ralph; and Kevin
Douglas from South Australia. This was all ably supported by our great team of volunteers.
Melbourne
The first big step we took in 2015 was the three-week Melbourne outreach program in March with the
hospitality of Sandringham Yacht Club. We went to Melbourne with Bryan Dorman and his team,
Martin Ryan and Gary Simmons. Over those few weeks, 700+ Kids went through the program in
Melbourne. It was so successful that it inspired us to build a program to extend to Hobart at the end of
2015. More on that next year.
Training Program
Our training programs run by Tim Reid have been an outstanding success. We’re looking forward to
building on that start up program. Of course, it’s not been without its difficulties. The great outcome is
that by relying on our protocol and training syllabus we’ve succeeded in furthering volunteers’ skills.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT continued
Rolex Sydney to Hobart
You’ll be glad to know, while we didn’t place, last year the team raced a fantastic race in the Rolex
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race last year. It was one of our better outcomes—all the TPs (WOT EVA is a
TP52) finished within 45 minutes of each other. I was very proud of this achievement. The success of
this campaign was in no small part due to George Johnstone’s support and involvement.
Volunteer induction and process
We have improved our volunteer induction process to include attending a compulsory induction
session and also the process that volunteers follow after joining SWD, including rigorous checks and
stricter guidelines for crew training and assessment.
Windcraft Raffle
This year would not be complete without acknowledging the Windcraft team and particularly Mary
Bickley’s contribution. It was her energy and inspiration that put $170K odd into the SWD coffers which
allowed us to do many things. It was the catalyst to bring online the UTS business plan. Thank you to
Mary and the team at Windcraft; SWD will forever be in your debt.
Online Communications
Another success we’ve enjoyed has been our efforts in social media and the development and
renovation of our website. The best way I have of explaining the success of this is that at the end of
2013/14 we raised $2000 in our online end of financial year fundraising effort. At the end of this
financial year we raised over $16,000. You can see the impact online activity is having for SWD and,
indeed, the future looks good.
Outlook
It has been my job through this period to prepare SWD for handover and move to the next level of
operations and move to the next phase of our growth. This job continues on but with a great team
taking up the helm. I believe our future is in good hands.
Thank you for all your hard work.
David Pescud,
President and Founder.
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ACHIEVEMENTS & HIGHLIGHTS


Melbourne Program: 412 participants



Winds of Change: 30 participants



Winds of Joy: 2366 participants



Winds of Care: 109 participants



Northern Campaign: 895 participants



WOT EVA was 13th position in line honours in the Sydney to Gold Coast Yacht Race, 2014.



WOT EVA finished 20th in line honours in the Rolex Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race, 2014.



Bendigo Bank partnership: We were selected by Bendigo Bank as one of the first projects on
their new ACT crowd-funding platform and raised $2,358.00.



Securing a partnership with Crewsaver in which Crewsaver donated over 50 PFDs to SWD



SWD was the recipient of the Windcraft team’s exceedingly generous $174,550.73 raised from
Peter Hrones and the Windcraft raffle.



David Pescud, SWD founder, won the Inspiration Category for NSW in the Pride of Australia
award in December 2014



SWD was invited to February’s Australian Wooden Boat Festival in Hobart to present SWD’s
story to attendees.



Raised over $16,000 with our online, end of 2014/2015 financial year fundraising campaign.



Cubby Cleanout: In May, numerous volunteers generously helped clean and reorganise the SWD
“cubby”—SWD’s storage and meeting place. They unearthed boxes of news clippings and
photos which will be retained as an historical archive.



Applying to UTS Shopfront Community Program in May 2015 and being accepted for SWD’s
archival project—the outcome of which will feature in next year’s report.
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OUR BOATS
KAYLE (Lyons 54)
Our flagship 54 ft yacht was designed to
cater for disabilities and it can accommodate
up to 5 wheelchairs. You will either find her
by the squeals of happy kids in the Harbour
on a Winds of Joy day, plodding along on a
leisurely Sunday afternoon, hosting Carers or
Parents in need of R&R, or under full sail
carving up the Harbour in a Twilight Race.
Owned by David Pescud.

MOKSHA (Hanse 54)
The orange MOKSHA is our choice for the
Winds of Change Project for disadvantaged
youth. Moksha is also an excellent yacht for
Winds of Care Carers’ days, as well as
corporate and donor days. Donated to SWD

WOT EVA (TP 52)
WOT EVA is a grand prix racing yacht which
we race hard—and it has the scars to prove
it. She’s light and fast, and in 2012, 2013 and
2014, took our crew of 17 men and women
safely through the Rolex Sydney Hobart
Yacht Race. WOT EVA is also used for our
sailing programs. Donated to SWD by
Graeme Wood (WOTIF.com).
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OUR PROGRAMS

Our programs give people the opportunity to reframe their dreams into something much bigger than
they may ever have imagined.
SWD believes that Australia’s future is in its young people. Our purpose is to contribute to an optimistic
and forward-looking community that will guarantee the best possible future for this country. All efforts
to this outcome will bring immeasurable yield to the development of our nation.
As such, all SWD programs are run free of charge to the community.
Our programs deliver real change and better life outcomes to the lives of people with disability and
disadvantaged people. This is substantiated by more than 42,000 people that have benefitted from
SWD programs over 21 years.
The success of our programs can be measured by our client base and annual growth of 15-75% (in the
case of Winds of Joy this financial year). Growth is limited only by funding.
An online library of testimonials shows the impact including the high level of return bookings from
schools and community groups. We have waiting lists for all programs.
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WINDS OF CHANGE
The Winds of Change program provides opportunities for disaffected young people to realise their
potential. The focus of the program is for the students to re-engage with learning. Re-engagement
opens pathways to further education, potential employment and better life outcomes.
By the end of this 8-week program, SWD aims to have given students core life skills such as how to
work in a team and to how communicate needs.
Besides core life skills, the program strives to create the conditions for participants to develop respect
for themselves, the wider community, the environment, and each other. Through this process, SWD
aims to provide a platform for imagining and making healthy, positive life choices.
This year the program showed strong results in re-engaging disadvantaged and disengaged youth. The
relationships established between the participants and their volunteer mentors are heart-warming and
inspiring.
In early 2015 the program was evaluated for maximum effectiveness. As a result, it was lengthened to
eight weeks and participant numbers were limited to less than 10 participants to enable more effective
one-on-one coaching and mentoring.

From July 2014 - June 2015, SWD welcomed 30 Winds of Change
participants in 4 x 8-week Winds of Change programs:



Term 4, 2014, October-December: The Naremburn School, NSW: 6 participants



Term 1, 2015, February-April: The Beach School, Allambie NSW: 7 participants



April 29 and 30, 2015: Advanced intensive program, Clontarf Inverell Academy follow-up from
2014 program: 7 participants



Term 2, 2015, April-June: Glebe Pathways School: 10 participants
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WINDS OF JOY

Winds of Joy is an interactive, one-day sailing program in which people with a disability or who are
disadvantaged experience sailing in a safe space. Part of the experience is basic sailing skills such as
how to work together to tack, steer the boat, tie ropes and hang on to the rails. Teamwork with
classmates or family and friends underpins the day’s activities on board the yachts.
The exhilaration of feeling the movement of a yacht under sail and the wind blowing across the face,
while feeling safe and cared for, is one outcome. However, the underlying objective of this program is
to help build self esteem and provide an opportunity for participants to dream of perhaps previously
unimagined life possibilities. They may ask, “If I can sail on board a racing yacht, what else can I do?”
SWD hopes this program helps youth and adults alike believe in their own selves and their capabilities,
given what they are able to experience and achieve through one day of sailing on the water with the
SWD volunteer crews and mentors. Beginning to think in terms of "I can", as a result of a Winds of Joy
experience, is an indicator of success.

In this calendar year, Winds of Joy welcomed 2366 participants
including 146 people in wheelchairs in 169 separate sessions.
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NORTHERN CAMPAIGN

The Northern Campaign is an opportunity for SWD to deliver its Winds of Joy program in ports beyond
Sydney in order to serve more individuals throughout the year. SWD leverages the benefit of finishing
the Sydney to Gold Coast Yacht Race and arriving in Southport at the end of July which becomes the
starting point for its Northern Campaign.
In 2014-2015 SWD welcomed 895 participants, including 44 people in wheelchairs, across northern
NSW and Queensland, from late July through to early September, culminating in its most prolific and
successful Northern Campaign to date.
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MELBOURNE PILOT PROGRAM

Many schools from Melbourne had expressed interest in SWD over the years. At last, in early March
2015, SWD travelled aboard Kayle to Melbourne to run programs for three weeks, with the hope of
establishing a permanent presence at Sandringham Yacht Club in Port Phillip Bay.
Along with making strong connections, the team ran pilot programs. In the Melbourne pilot, 412
participants, including 12 in wheelchairs, had the experience of steering Kayle.
Establishing a base at Port Phillip would allow SWD to run programs in Melbourne all year round. This
prospect became achievable with the generosity of pilot program patron Bryan Dorman. His
involvement has been the catalyst to SWD working towards a permanent presence in the state.
We will be returning to run the program again in 2016.
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WINDS OF CARE

SWD Carers’ Days, called Winds of Care, are a chance for the mums, dads, grandparents, guardians,
brothers, sisters, friends and others who care for people with a disability and disadvantaged people to
take time out for themselves.
Carers are the backbone of disability care, but caring for others can place a huge emotional and
financial burden on people. SWD believes that giving carers a day out on Sydney Harbour is a way to
provide a safe space to relax and unwind. It also gives carers the opportunity to connect and reflect
with each other on issues and resources around caring for others.
Carers Program: 109 participants
Carers Days: 8
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TRAINING & RACE PROGRAMS
SWD offers numerous opportunities for further and future engagement. Winds of Change and Winds of
Joy participants are encouraged and helped to return for weekly Twilight Racing and further training,
where they are mentored by SWD volunteers.
This promotes their continued engagement with SWD and helps direct their future towards positive
outcomes. During the reporting period SWD regularly participated in Twilight Racing, Winter Series and
Race Training with many members, volunteers and sponsors.

Throughout 2014 and 2015 core teams of SWD sailors participated in both the Sydney to Gold Coast
Yacht Race and the Rolex Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race.
The crews achieved admirable positions in line honours including, on WOT EVA, 13th position in line
honours in the Sydney to Gold Coast Yacht Race, July 2014, and 20 th in the Rolex Sydney to Hobart
Yacht Race.
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PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
There was a 34% increase in the number of unique organisations who joined SWD this year. Last year
we had 82 organisations. This year we had 110, listed here. Read testimonials online here.
3Bridges Community
Aging Disability and Home care—
Rydalmere NSW
Aspect South East Sydney
Association For Children With A Disability
Australian Foundation for Disability (AFFORD)—
Blacktown Day Program
Bajool State School
Bass High - Support Unit
Bayside Special Developmental School
Beenleigh State High School
Brisbane Water Secondary College—
Umina Campus - Support Unit
Broderick Gillawarna School
Browns Plains State High School
Bucasia State School
Bundaberg Special School
Bundaberg State High School
Cairnsfoot School
Calen District State College
Campbell House School
Carenne School
Caretakers Cottage
Carinya School
Cessnock High School
Chalmers Rd School
Clontarf Foundation - Inverell High School
Croxton Special School
Croydon Special Developmental School
Dakabin State High School
Department of Education and Communities
(NSW)
Deception Bay Flexible Learning Centre
DET School - Condell Park High School
Disability Council NSW/UTS
Disability Services Australia
Dubbo College South Campus
Eastern Respite And Recreation
Eimeo Road State School
Emerson School
Engedi Inc
Francis Greenway High School Support Unit
Gladstone South State School
Gladstone State High School

Glenallen School
Glenmore State High School
Gracemere State School
Granville South Creative And Performing Arts
High School
Headway Adult development
Hervey Bay Special School
House with No Steps (Concord Day Program)
Hunters Hill Ryde Community Services
Ingleburn High School Support Unit
James Cook Boys High
Kandeer School
Kurrambee School
Lake Illawarra High School
Les Powell School
MacGregor State High School
Mackay District Special School
Mackay State High School SEP
Matraville Sports High School
Mental Health Sports Network
Mercy College Mackay
Merewether High School
Merrimac SHS Special Education Program
Motor Neurone Disease Assoc NSW
Mount Ommaney Special School
Mullumbimby High School
Naremburn School
Nepean Creative & Performing Arts High School
New Horizons
Newcastle Junior School
Newcastle Senior School
Northern School For Autism
Northlakes Public School
Northview State School
Picnic Point High School
Redlands Special School
Rockhampton Special School
Rosella Park School
Royal Rehab
Royal Rehabilitation Centre Sydney Moorong
Spinal Unit
Rutherford Technology High School
Shalom College
Share Care Inc
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Southern Autistic School
Special Education Unit Mackay North SHS
Sporting Wheelies and Disabled Association
Springvale Park Special Developmental School
St Ives High School- Hearing Support Unit
St. George School
Sunshine Special Developmental School
Sydney Secondary College (Glebe Pathways)
Sydney Secondary College Balmain
The Beach School
The Hills School
The John Berne School
The Maiwel Group
The Ponds School
The Toogoolawa School

Sailors with disABILITIES Annual Report 2015

Toolooa State High School
Vermont South Special School
Verney Road School
Victoria Park SS SEP
Vincentia High School
Wairoa School SSP
WALCA Work and Leisure Centre for Adults
Warringa Park School
Whitelion
Windgap Foundation
Wiripaang Public School
Yarrabah School
Youth Off The Streets
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OUR VOLUNTEERS
SWD Members and Volunteers are the backbone of the organization; without their support we
would not have achieved the successes we have as an organisation. Whether volunteers are onwater, such as those who run youth programs, or off-water, such as those who coordinate
program bookings, or based in NSW, Queensland or Victoria or any other state in Australia, every
volunteer ought to be proud of his or her contribution to Creating Optimism with SWD and the
impact this has on thousands of individuals and their families each year.
In regards to training policies for the 2014/2015 year, SWD began running dedicated orientation
sessions and On-Water Crew Assessments. We also implemented volunteer-wide Working with
Children Checks and the first ever audit as a volunteer organisation for the state government.
This year, 87 new and existing members/volunteers attended an orientation session in person.
Interstate or regional volunteers were given the opportunity to complete this process via
reviewing the online presentation document. Further, 40 on-water crew completed their Crew
Competency Assessment.
These assessments give more visibility of the skills contained within each crew as a whole, and
allow SWD to make sure program and race crews have a holistic and balanced blend of sailing
competencies. The following training policies and activities will continue or commence for the
2015/2016 year. Training has been formulated to meet or equate to RYA standards:
Volunteer Group
All volunteers
All on-water volunteers

All on-water volunteers

Training Standard
Formal Orientation
Crew Competency
Assessment
Intensive 12 week Crew
Competency Training
First Aid Certificate

All on-water volunteers

Sea Safety and Survival

All SWD Skippers

YA Coastal or Offshore Yacht
master

All on-water volunteers

Provider
In-house SWD
In-house SWD
In-house SWD
Outsourced to an accredited
trainer
Outsourced to an accredited
trainer
Outsourced to an accredited
trainer

SWD is grateful to Marine Safety Works and Above and Beyond Boating for their significant
discounts and availability in assisting SWD with accredited training programs.
We thank our volunteers for their hard work and enthusiasm in making time available to ensure
we maintain high standards of competence and safety in all programs.
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MEMBER LIST
Richard Bowler
Peter Draney
David Pescud
Mim Kane
Albert Lee
Al Grundy
Bernie Moore
Peter Lewis
Rick Mustillo
Greg Pugh
Brenden Savage
Jay Okamoto
Martin Cooper
Kimberley Jaggar
Paul Palmer
Dale Coward
Michael Galloway Smith
Gary Donovan
John Marty
Ted Rowe
William Salmon
James Igoe
George Johnstone
Mark Ralph
Marianne Waters Waters
Greg Nelson
Michelle Ralph
Robert Speedy
Bill Hogan
David Leslie
Kevin Moore
Niel Burling
Tony Purkiss
Paul Williams
John Beasley
Stephen Emmett
Sharon Angel
Kosta Karavanas
Fred Van Steel
David Ross
Brian Baker
Adam Lax
Peter Lewis
Ron Bowrey
John Whitfeld
William Torode
Matt Hodgson
Cathy Josling
Gary Sullivan
Mark Thomson

Lucy Reid
Stephen Bradley
Gordon Reid
Frederick Gautschi
Ron Montague
Graham Clarke
John Wade
Bob Bunton
Ray Anthony
Nathalie Neveu
Kevin Lloyd-Thomas
Peter Behr
Keven Rainbow
Mark Bransdon
William Berry
Harry Atkinson
Sam Clegg-Heath
Jacqueline Ann Wilson
Kristianne Foster
Jo Emery
Peter Whitton
Roger Bonnet
Mike Muir
Beki Grice
Elizabeth Foley
Paul Brown
Mike Selbie
Deborah Culhane
Robert Ryan
Val Nicholls
Judith Hodgson
Les Hodgson
P Milo Frawley
Brad Alves
Therese Robertson
Julia Harrison
Kieran Lowe
Tony Flint
Phillip Walker
Shelley Cohen
Keith Travers
David D'Annunzio
Kimberly Vinette Herrin
Brett Pearc e
Yvette Pearc e
John McCormack
Annie Lawrenc e
Clare Goodman
Romesh Wijeyeratne
Guy Carlisle

Robin Landis
Grac e Kennedy
Deborah Sandars
Tim Carter
Ian Wyard
Andrew King
Kim Fitzwater
Mike Taylor
Susan Talty
James Carter
Brett Whiteley
Kim Johnson
Cathii Chen
Karina Randall
Ian Stroud
Linda Buchan
Alex Pargovski
Dara Herlihy
Frank Morton
Ian Douglas
Alan Beacham
Pat Ward
Rachel Houston
Richard Bruce
Craig Simpson
Steve Grellis
Robert Lockeridge
Kevin Reid
Daniel Mott
Mark Goode
Melanie Piddocke
Cameron Duchatel
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 2014-2015
Operation Plan—Key Performance Indicators— July 2014 | June 2015
1. Implement recommendations of the UTS report on the organisation
a. Appoint contractors to support *fundraising, volunteer coordinating,
communications IT, and boat maintenance and training;
b. Create a streamlined process for volunteer on- and off water-recruitment,
engagement, competency assessment for on water

Achieved
√
*Fundraiser not yet
appointed
√

Step 1: Processes being developed

√

Step 2: SWD Introduction sessions held

√

c. Broaden volunteer base;

√

Step 1: Identify and describe the range of volunteer positions

√

Step 2: Partner with Volunteering NSW, advertise positions

√

d. Develop and implement fundraising strategy:
Step 1: Fundraising team to define funding programs and identify funding
target of $2million
Step 2: Branding and targets identified

√
√
√
√

e. Increase range of funding streams by 50% - grants, raffle, donors

√

f.

√
√

Partner with Community Sector banking “Lets ACT” Bendigo Bank
November
g. Raffle results
2. Communication
a. Enhance website and build traffic via *Faceboat

b. Create and distribute regular e newsletter
3. Programs
a. Program delivery increase to maximise use of all boats with funding
available
b. Build on evaluations of programs - particularly mentoring
c. Outreach programs for Newcastle and Melbourne for 2014/2015
4. Develop and implement a strategic plan to establish a home base for SWD

√
*Traffic built via social
media, not Faceboat
√
√
√
√
√
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TREASURER’S REPORT
The surplus of revenue over expenses for the year ending in June 2015 was $63,500. Please note
this figure includes depreciation. Our cash position at year end increased by more than
$175,000.
REVENUE
Our revenue consisted mainly of the generous donations of a few individuals without whom we
would cease to exist.
In the latter part of 2014, Sailors with Disabilities benefitted greatly from the proceeds of a raffle
of a Hanse 345 by Windcraft Australia. We also received donations from the winner of the raffle
and the subsequent buyer of the yacht!
Xylem Water Solutions continues to be a major sponsor along with Survitec/RFD who supplies all
our safety gear. An additional sponsor, Firths Compensation Lawyers, also came on board at the
end of 2014.
EXPENDITURE
Sailors with Disabilities expenses did go up last year, we spent more money on Contractors who
were concerned with administration, our website, internet exposure and associated advertising.
SWD spent about $140,000 on Woteva as it took part in the Sydney to Hobart yacht race, most
of the money was spent on berthing at the CYCA , sails and insurance.
About $100.000 was spent relating to Kayle which includes some Northern Campaign expenses
and some of the expenses associated with the new initiative in Melbourne. In the course of the
year a new mainsail was purchased as well as a new engine.
About $34,000 was spent on Moksha, mostly on berthing and maintenance.
CURRENTLY
As of December 2015 Sailors with Disabilities has in excess of $275,000 in cash, no borrowings
and no loans outstanding to others.
LOOKING FORWARD
Sailors with Disabilities is growing and changing. In line with this there will be an increase in our
expenditure. We have increased our reliance of contractors and hired an employee to help with
fundraising.
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With the impending change in leadership and the workload being spread around a bit more, it is
expected that yacht expenses will go up a bit before levelling off at close to previous levels. The
only major capital expenditures foreseen for this year are new sails for Moksha.
The next year will be exciting and challenging with several new initiatives coming onstream. We
look forward to reporting SWD’s successes next year.
Jim Igoe,
Treasurer
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MEDIA COVERAGE
SWD is generously supported by a pro bono media agency, P & L Corporate Communications,
and Mr. Ian Pemberton, who is one of P & L’s directors. P & L’s support enables SWD to
communicate our projects, objectives and results with the public through broad-reaching media
opportunities.
SWD stories are embraced by the media, over the last 12 months we have received features in:


Mainstream editorial print: The Sun Herald, The Sydney Morning Herald, The Daily
Telegraph, ABC Online, The Australian, The Herald Sun, Penrith City Gazette, The
Newcastle Herald, the Daily Mercury, and many articles duplicated to other states and in
regional print media.



TV Coverage has been prominent with Channel 10 covering the Pride of Australia Medal
ceremony



Radio coverage has been regular with support from ABC Radio.



The SWD Northern Campaign receives extensive coverage in Queensland media.
In the Sydney Morning Herald:
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a set of tools which are strategically
implemented to help achieve organisational goals by
leveraging online channels. SWD’s social media goals
align with mission and vision and organisation
objectives, including:
•
Increase fundraising opportunities
•
Increase volunteers
•
Increase awareness of SWD as an
organisation
•
Create optimism
Since January 2015 SWD has actively engaged and grown its online support base across social
media channels including on its Facebook Page, Twitter account, and Instagram account. While
still active, less emphasis has been on LinkedIn and YouTube channels. Whether a social media
strategy and its implementation are successful is measured by engagement. Engagement refers
to how the online communities interact with content. Is there any interaction? How has it
changed? Has it increased? What has this led to? How has this helped achieve objectives?
Measurement: Each channel has its own set of indicators the industry uses to measure change.
On Facebook this is usually the increases in Likes on the Page itself. Others include increases of
Likes, Shares and Comments on posts compared with an earlier time. On Twitter this usually
means an increase in Followers on the Twitter account itself, and an increase of Favourites,
Retweets (similar to Facebook shares), and Replies (similar to comments on Facebook). These
are measures of engagement.
In the six months from July-December 2014, other than during the last week of December and
the Sydney Boat Show, there was little to no engagement on SWD’s content across all channels.
Between January-June 2015, engagement increased significantly. In summary:
Facebook Page likes increased from 1073 Page Likes (Jan 2015) to 1362 Page Likes (Jun 14, 2015).
Average new Page Likes/week: 15. Facebook Shares, Comments and Likes on posts doubled and,
in some cases, tripled, between Jan-June 2015, compared with the 6 months from Jul-Dec 2014.
Twitter followers increased from 188 (Jan 15) - 1732 (Jun 14, 2015). Engagement on tweets
doubled compared with previous periods, and influential Twitter accounts followed and engaged
with SWD. Join us at: www.twitter.com/SwDSydney www.facebook.com/SwDSydney
www.instagram.com/SailorswithdisABILITIES1

Part of SWD’s increase in engagement is SWD engages with its communities—publishing
engaging content, and liking and replying to comments—standard online community practice.
We also regularly mention supporting organisations, individuals and businesses, encouraging
mutual engagement across online channels.
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OPERATION PLAN—OUTCOMES & KPIs—2015-2016
Operation Plan: July 2015 | June 2016

1. Programs
a. Outreach
i. QLD/Northern NSW continue
ii. VIC: Build on 2015 Pilot Program with March 2016 Mel Program
iii. TAS: Pilot Program in February 2016
iv. Review/evaluate all outreach programs in winter 2016 for
outcomes, costs, direct and indirect benefits

On Target
√
√
√
√
√

b. Winds of Change
i. Continue to develop programs for those groups that may benefit
from this type of program by determining measures of success for
the program with our clients

√

c. Winds of Joy
i. Review effectiveness of program with clients and optimal
crewing/equipment to achieve desired outcomes
ii. Increase the number of experiences offered during the season

√
√

d. Winds of Care
i. Continue to offer the program and review demand

√

e. Racing
i. Review racing program and its fit with SWD objectives

√

f.

Partners/Clients
i. Explore partnerships and opportunities to undertake social impact
assessment and evaluation tools for programs
ii. Explore ways to better integrate our programs with clients’
programs

√
√

2. People & Governance
a.
b.
c.
d.

Review board governance process and procedures
Review assets and suitability and contribution to SWD’s objectives
Determine more permanent location for SWD boats
Develop a leadership structure to manage and develop the programs, the
assets and the volunteer body to achieve these outcomes/KPIs
e. Support the fundraiser and other recruits in this structure
f. Grow the volunteer base in line with these objectives

√
√
√
√
√
√

3. Funding
a. Develop and implement a funding strategy and plan for SWD that will fund
recruitment for critical roles and support sustainable future growth for
SWD

√
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Thank you to all our sponsors and supporters. We could not
provide our programs without you.

